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INTRODUCTION 

Social interactions are the main elements of social behaviour, the complexity of which is 

affected by shared socio-cognitive skills of participants (Székely et al. 2010). These phenomena 

are more often investigated in intraspecific contexts, nevertheless, dog-human relationships 

provide unique interspecific examples. Domestic dogs (Canis familiaris) and humans have 

extensively similar social and cognitive repertoires (Miklósi and Topál 2013). This repertoire 

includes similarities, among others, in affective, emotional and social processing, attachment 

and communication (Bunford et al. 2017). On the grounds of these shared abilities, dogs have 

become primary subjects of comparative socio-cognitive studies on the behavioural (Bensky et 

al. 2013) and recently on the neural level. Several research groups started to investigate the 

operation of awake dog brains via functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in numerous 

topics, including auditory function with a special emphasis on acoustic communication (for 

reviews see: Thompkins et al. 2016; Bunford et al. 2017; Andics and Miklósi 2018).   

Dogs, as companions of humans, are attractive subjects to study the processing of human 

acoustic communicative signals, which are highly relevant to them. Effectiveness of dog-human 

acoustic communication is supported by both genetic and environmental factors. Regarding 

genetics, mammals use common vocal categories (characterized by specific basic acoustic 

parameters) to express similar mental states in akin social situations (Morton 1977; Andics and 

Faragó 2018). Consequently, mammals may be able to associate these vocal categories with 

appropriate meanings across species even if having limited or no experience with the specific 

sounds. Thus, dog-human similarities in this sense may reflect mammalian homologies. 

Furthermore, dogs’ ancestors might have had the genetic potential to develop human-

compatible vocal behaviour. As dogs cohabitated with humans in the past tens of thousands of 

years (Wang et al. 2013), their communicative abilities with humans have been enhanced in 

line with the process of domestication (Miklósi 2015). Dog-human similarities in this sense 

may reflect convergencies. With respect to environmental factors, family dogs are continuously 

surrounded by human vocal (linguistic) input. Their owners actively train them to communicate 

effectively, they talk to them continuously and teach them verbal commands (Andics and 

Miklósi 2018). On the basis of these, a series of fMRI experiments investigating vocal 

perception in dogs are presented in my thesis.  

In brain imaging, the fMRI method is based on brain activity measurements by detecting blood 

flow-associated changes using a static magnetic field. These so-called hemodynamic response 

functions represent the signal that is expected in a brain region after external stimulation, and 
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are used to specify the processing role of certain brain regions (Huettel et al. 2014). FMRI has 

been widely used to functionally characterize human brain regions, but from many respects is 

also advantageous in the brain research of non-human animal species. 

The use of awake (conscious) dogs as subjects of fMRI experiments has a broad range of 

advantages encompassing animal welfare, methodological and comparative perspectives 

(Thompkins et al. 2016; Andics and Miklósi 2018). Regarding animal welfare, the use of dogs 

matches the 3R directives (refine, reduce, replacement; Flecknell 2002) of animal research. 

Dogs’ cooperativeness allows their voluntary participation in non-invasive fMRI experiments 

after an extensive social learning- and positive reinforcement-based training. With respect to 

methodological perspectives, dogs are the only non-human species whose fMRI measurement 

does not require physical restriction or anaesthesia, and thus it avoids the disadvantages of these 

treatments (for example, unreliability of results due to the stress or unconsciousness-related 

modifications in the brain activity; Jia et al. 2014). From the comparative perspective, – given 

the lack of physical restriction and anaesthesia, and the reduced stress level – the dogs’ state of 

mind is presumably more similar to that of humans during scanning from many aspects, than 

of other model species. 

Auditory fMRI experiments on awake dogs are grounded by already available data on the dog 

auditory pathway. First, anatomy atlases described auditory brain regions to support the work 

of veterinarians by using the results of highly invasive studies (de Lahunta et al. 2009). 

Importantly, these studies were inappropriate to investigate normal, intact functioning of the 

brain. FMRI, however, allows real-time functional measurements. A neuroimaging study on 

anaesthetized beagles showed the worthiness of the use of the fMRI method in dog auditory 

experiments, but presented difficulties that are caused by anaesthesia (Bach et al. 2013). Finally, 

our research group provided the first auditory fMRI experiment on awake dogs, revealing the 

auditory function of several subcortical and cortical dog brain regions (Andics et al. 2014). 

On the basis of this knowledge my thesis presents investigations of vocal social perception in 

dogs. More specifically, these studies reveal novel results on the neural mechanisms of speech 

and reward processing in awake dogs by using verbal praises and neutral speech as stimuli.  
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THESIS POINTS 

1. THESIS. Auditory processing of vocal social stimuli is hierarchical in the dog brain, 

similarly to human brains: lower-level subcortical regions are generally responsive to 

simpler, more acoustic-dependent cues, while higher-level cortical regions are primarily 

involved in the processing of more complex, emotional valence- or higher-level 

abstraction-related cues (Experiment 1, 2, 4). 

Human brains hierarchically process auditory information, including speech. Simpler acoustic 

cues (such as pitch or pitch change) are processed at earlier levels of the auditory processing 

hierarchy (de Heer et al., 2017; Frühholz et al., 2016; Pannese et al., 2015; Specht, 2013), while 

more complex stimulus aspects (such as speaker identity) are processed at later stages of the 

auditory hierarchy (Binder et al. 2009; DeWitt and Rauschecker 2012). Through a number of 

fMRI experiments, the possible presence of such auditory processing hierarchy in the dog brain 

was investigated. Dogs were presented with speech stimuli varying in separate cues (such as 

acoustics, lexical or prosodic markedness and speaker identity). Early level subcortical auditory 

regions were responsive to auditory stimuli in general and to acoustic-based changes (which 

reflect e.g. emotional valence). The primary auditory cortex showed the strongest activities for 

auditory stimuli (which confirms its primary auditory processing role), and it was the most 

sensitive to emotional valence-related cues of speech. Lastly, non-primary auditory regions 

(presumably belonging to the secondary auditory cortex) were the most responsive to more 

complex stimulus aspects, such as to lexical meaning and speaker-identity. These findings 

suggest that dogs, similarly to humans, process acoustics and emotional prosodic cues at lower 

levels, and lexical and speaker-identity information at higher levels of the auditory processing 

hierarchy. 

 

 

2. THESIS. Dog brains process lexical meaning separately from emotional prosody: it is 

processed with a right hemispheric bias, at later stages of the auditory hierarchy, in 

cortical auditory regions (Experiment 1, 2). 

During speech processing, human listeners can separately analyse lexical and prosodic cues to 

arrive at a unified representation of communicative content. In humans, lexical meaning 

processing, which entails the matching of the speech sound sequence to a previously associated 
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meaning, is lateralized towards the left hemisphere (Binder et al. 2009), and requires access to 

pre-existing lexical representations. Thus, in contrast to emotional prosody, which is more 

strongly based upon simple acoustic cues, lexical meaning processing assumably involves 

cortical regions that are associated with higher level processes (Binder et al. 2009; DeWitt and 

Rauschecker 2012). The evolution of this capacity can be best investigated by comparative 

studies. Dogs are ideal subjects for such investigations due to their responsiveness to human 

speech.  An aim of two fMRI studies was to reveal the neural mechanisms of lexical processing 

in dogs. To separately investigate lexical meaning representations from emotional prosody, 

dogs were presented with lexically and prosodically marked and unmarked words in all 

combinations. Lexically unmarked words were meaningless to the dogs. The two experiments 

used the same stimuli, but had separate experimental designs (block-design, and event-related 

design combined with an fMRI adaptation technic). These two studies revealed and confirmed 

that, similarly to humans, there is a hemispheric bias for lexically marked words; but as opposed 

to humans, it is biased towards the right hemisphere in dogs. In addition, the involvement of 

several cortical auditory regions in lexical meaning processing was discovered. These lexical 

representations were independent of emotional prosody. Thus, lateralized lexical processing 

does not appear to be a uniquely human capacity that follows from the emergence of language. 

Rather, the functional similarities across dogs and humans in lexical processing suggest that 

some central elements of speech processing in the human brain build upon neural mechanisms 

that are evolutionarily more ancient than the emergence of the actual capacity to speak.  

 

 

3. THESIS. Verbal praise by a socially close person (trainer, owner) elicits greater reward 

response in the dog brain when praising lexical meaning and praising prosody are 

combined (Experiment 1, 4). 

Verbal praises are regularly used in dog-directed speech as social rewards. These stimuli are 

mostly utilized by owners and dog trainers during their social interactions with dogs. Some 

claim that when these persons praise a dog, only emotional prosody matters: words that we say 

are all the same. Built upon the well-established reward processing mechanisms in dogs (Berns 

et al. 2012, 2013), two auditory fMRI experiments were performed to discover what makes 

praise a social reward: lexical meaning, emotional prosody or the identity of the speaker. First, 

dogs listened to praise and neutral words with praising and neutral prosody in all combinations, 
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spoken by a trainer of dogs. Second, dogs were presented with real-life long praising sentences 

spoken by their owners and by a familiar, but not closely related person. Responses of two 

primary reward regions (caudate nucleus, ventral tegmental area) for the trainer’s voice were 

revealed, but this reward response was only present when praising lexical meaning and praising 

prosody were combined. In addition, selective reward responses were found in the caudate 

nucleus for the owner’s praise. These results suggest that when someone praises a dog, both 

praise words and praising prosody matters. Moreover, praises in unusual social interactions 

(being praised by the familiar person) may not be enough to elicit reward responses. Thus, to 

trigger reward responses by verbal praise, a specific social position (e.g. ownership) of the 

speaker in the dog’s life may be required. 

 

 

4. THESIS. In dogs, the owner’s voice is distinguished from other persons’ voices both 

behaviourally and neurally (Experiment 3, 4). 

Conspecific individual recognition using vocal cues has been shown in a wide range of species. 

Research on human voice processing in animals, however, is scarce, and the ability to recognize 

voices has not been convincingly demonstrated (Kriengwatana et al. 2014). There is no 

published evidence either on dogs’ ability to recognize their owner based on his/her voice alone 

or on the neural mechanisms mediating voice-based individual recognition in dogs. A 

behavioural and an fMRI experiment were performed to investigate the questions above. The 

aim of the behavioural test was to ground the fMRI experiment by demonstrating dog’s ability 

to discriminate individual human voices. In this test, dogs had to rely on vocal cues to find their 

hidden owner in a two-way choice task. From behind an opaque screen, both the owner and a 

control person uttered neutral speech before the dogs were allowed to make their choice. During 

trials dogs chose their owner’s voice significantly more often than the control person’s voice. 

In the auditory fMRI experiment, dogs listened to speech by their owner and by a familiar 

control person. Brain regions that respond differentially to the owner’s voice or to the familiar 

control person’s voice were searched for. This study revealed stronger responses in a near-

primary cortical auditory region for the owners’ speech compared to the control person’s 

speech. These results provide behavioural and neural support for dogs' voice recognition ability 

and reveal how the voice of the owner is represented in the dog auditory cortex. Findings from 

animal studies are valuable for understanding the extent to which human voices can be 
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differentiated and recognized (Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Belin et al., 2011). An 

understanding of the differences and similarities of the mechanisms used for acoustic 

recognition of conspecifics and heterospecifics is currently severely lacking. These questions 

should be addressed in future studies if we are to discover parallels between voice processing 

in humans and animals, and consequently shed light onto the evolution of human voice 

perception. 

 

 

5. THESIS. The attachment behavioural system and the neural reward system operate in 

close association in dogs, just as in humans (Experiment 4). 

The dog’s adaptation to the human social environment resulted in specific changes in its social 

behaviour (Miklósi 2015). Specifically, behavioural studies indicate a functionally human-

analogue attachment relationship between adult dogs and their owners (Topál et al. 1998), but 

neural support for potential similarities in the underlying mechanism is missing. Attachment in 

humans is closely related to reward-related functions and the neural reward system (Scheele et 

al. 2013). In a combined behavioural and fMRI experiment, dogs’ attachment to their owners 

was assessed using an adapted version (Topál et al. 1998) of a well-established human 

paradigm, the Strange Situation Test (Ainsworth et al. 1969). In addition, dogs listened to, 

among others, praising and neutral speech by their owner during fMRI. According to the 

hypothesis, if dogs’ attachment towards their owners builds upon similar neural bases to human 

attachment, their neural reward response to praise will be affected by their relationship with the 

speaker. The results revealed that dogs with higher attachment scores showed higher activity to 

the owner’s speech in the bilateral reward-responsive regions independently of the (praising) 

content of speech. These results show that the owner’s voice has a higher reward value for dogs 

and this value is affected by the quality of the bond between dog and owner. This speaker-

dependent modulation of family dogs’ neural reward responses, in addition to the already 

known functional analogy, provides support for important similarities between brain 

mechanisms behind human mother-infant attachment and the dog-human interspecific bond. 
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